
• Pupil Questionnaires

• Context and response



Context
• The questionnaires were released in the 

summer of 2019 and were completed online.

• In school the children completed it electronically 
in the computing suite as a class so that all 
children could take part.



Do you enjoy being at school?

Response: A strong response and most teachers explained, during completion, 

that school wasn’t optional – as some pupils said they would rather be playing 

video games than go to school. I’d still like a larger amount wanting to come to 

school. See rewards and praise later.



Response: Very strong response – safeguarding and safety a constant top 

level consideration. The new reception area and the electronic signing in have 

helped reinforce this area. Constant review of safeguarding continues. 



Response: The SEAL box has been renamed the class ‘Mood Box’ and a 

stronger focus put on wellbeing including a wellbeing week at the start of 

the new academic year.



Response: High levels of cyber-safety. PSHE and computing lessons 

reinforce this. Some children still have access to age-inappropriate platforms 

on tablets and phones that can bring children into conflict outside of school.  



Response: Strong response. We have around 27 clubs and extra curricular 

activities, 11 of those are sport. No primary school locally has as many clubs 

as our school. A very broad and balanced curriculum available to all. We were 

the 3rd highest participants in the Surrey for the District Sports.



Response: A healthy and positive result. Club assemblies are held at the start 

of the term to encourage and enthuse children to join a club, including 

demonstrations, participation and videos. Some individual children do not do 

any clubs and this pattern goes through their time with us. Ultimately parental 

choice. 



Response: School Council are elected and meet around once a month with 

me. Training and guidance states that three key ideas maximum should be 

discussed but it usually ends up being all ideas being considered. School 

Council take their role seriously, they discuss and feedback to their class. 

Their achievements over the last three years are on display in the hall.



Response: Very positive result. Additional comments at the end confirm this 

viewpoint. Teachers do work hard to ensure lessons are engaging and involve 

progress in learning. Children commented that  their teachers are kind, 

friendly and funny. 



Response: Very strong result. More input needed on unhealthy packed 

lunches sneaking into school. Mr Johnson makes a huge effort to address the 

needs and wants of the children. He is flexible and has added a range of 

items including a fresh salad bar and pasta optional foods.



Response: A huge majority of children happy with their progress. Teachers 

continue to track and review the pupil progress all the time. 



Response: A good response though a stronger focus on rewards, certificates 

and praise has been tabled. Higher rewards for more prestigious 

achievements also being implemented.  



Response: a good response illustrating high levels of support. The issue for 

the school is to encourage and supplement those who are not being 

supported – with a focus this year on reading. 



Response: Great result. Teachers explain all homework when delivered. 

Homework review happening at the moment. A move to more investment in 

online platforms and a move away from paper though some remains.



What do you like the most about 
school?

• The teachers are all amazing

• The teachers make the lessons very fun

• It’s very clean and tidy 

• Mr Hurd’s jokes

• I like the lessons 

• The residential trips

• The school trips

• Sport is a great active activity to get your body moving

• It’s fun lessons

• friendly community



• Mr Hurd is funny

• kind teachers

• Lots of different clubs

• sport

• The sports

• The kind and friendly atmosphere

• The teachers are really nice

• Playing with my friends

• Lots of resources 

• It is a friendly environment and it never feels unfamiliar.

• The interesting science

• The homework 

• Sporting events

• All the pupils are positive, smart and happy

• Everything seems very organised.



• Variety of lessons

• It is a kind and connective place.

• It has a variety of fun lessons and hands on 
experiments

• Mr Hurd is really funny in lessons

• The home works that are like big protects

• School production

• Lots of challenges 

• good clubs

• D&T week is always interesting and teachs 
children



• Clubs

• Sports day

• Friends.

• Encouraging

• Teachers are nice

• Friends

• Residential trips

• Fun and interesting

• More time spent with friends



 School trips

 Circle time

 The PE lessons

 All of the teachers are kind and funny.

 it includes lots of extra curricular activities.



 Mr Johnson's exhilarating apple pies

 The teachers are very encouraging.

 Mr Johnson's jacket yummy potatoes

 Mr Johnson's custard

 I like how many clubs there are.

 The teachers are nice to me. They're kind.

 It's interesting.

 Lots of fun lessons to do in school including D.T and plays and sport 
related things.



 friends and teachers and lessons and roast dinner
 it is fun
 The fun lessons like D & T
 They try to make you happy if you are sad
 The teachers are helpful and inspiring
 coding club
 it is a lovely school because everyone is nice and helpful

 It's healthy

 It is very fun at school 

 I get better at my learning with my new teachers

 my teacher

 its amazing

 all the teachers are really nice



 kind and be happy
 Most people are really kind

 I love my teacher Miss Marriage and she is the best teacher ever!

 It is a lovely school because everyone is nice and helpful and
kind☻

 I like that the school is eco friendly.
 Its a healthy school

 Wallace Fields Junior school is very sporty
 This school's lessons are good for learning

 It is healthy 
 They are kind

 playtime
 I love my teacher!



 it is really fun☺♥◘☻♦♦◘

 teachers are kind

 You let us play sports

 the teachers are trying to make it fun for us and there good at it

 it is a happy friendly school

 it is healthy school
 P.E ☻☻☻☻☻☻☻☻ ♦♦♦♦
 everyone is kind and happy☻

 Mr Lee is very funny
 I am positive with my teacher

 Your friends are always there for you when you’re lonely

 It Is very fun at school because I have lovely teacher 

 My teacher is fabulous



Response & Summary:
The children feel safe and supported in school and this is reassuring.

The children enjoy school.

Clubs provision is well attended and enjoyed.

A positive and fun ethos exists across the school.

Safeguarding and cyber-safety remain an ongoing issue to be checked and addressed 
at all stages.

Teachers are popular and well liked.

Lessons go well and evidence of learning.

More explicit rewards needed and increased profile for getting those rewards.

A continued drive for reading of quality texts across school and a focus on reading 
across the whole school.


